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I will also try to include the premium routes as premium in the patch so that it can be used on an android tablet, I have to see whether they are on the google play store, and I will
also try to include more translation tools like Cyte and AIM translater. There will be english and Japanese for each route and the route will be based on the one with the most

preference from all the players. But I can't tell you what will come after all of that, because I have to make most of it myself. That actually is the only thing that bothered me about
the Japanese language(and the game). I use English Apps and play games in english most of the time. Its just the poor Japanese voice acting. How can you not fix that? You know, if
we actually could get some otomes in English, that would be a big win for otome games in general because everyone would prefer to play it in English, but like I said, if they were
done in an otome style, a very playable style, with the characters being entirely CG, then that would be amazing. I love it, its so nice to see someone actually put in the effort to

translate for all otome games. What do you think about it being a non-otome game? If we could pull that off, it would allow us to have otome games in english, with native character
voices, but still be more playable than how they are now. Thats the direction I want to go in. PS. I have nothing to do with Akazukin they are an independent company who has

made nothing but games for Switch. I think their software is decent and Im glad they have continued to make games on a console they seem to have supported since the beginning.
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